Abstract-We use machine learning for designing a medium frequency trading strategy for a portfolio of 5 year and 10 year US Treasury note futures. We formulate this as a classification problem where we predict the weekly direction of movement of the portfolio using features extracted from a deep belief network trained on technical indicators of the portfolio constituents. The experimentation shows that the resulting pipeline is effective in making a profitable trade.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Machine learning application in finance is a challenging problem owing to low signal to noise ratio. Moreover, domain expertise is essential for engineering features which assist in solving an appropriate classification or regression problem. Most prior work in this area concentrates on using popular ML techniques like SVM [7] , [12] , [9] and neural networks [8] , [3] , [13] coupled with rigorously designed features, and the general area of focus is financial time series forecasting. With deep learning techniques, we can learn the latent representation of the raw features and use this representation for further analysis [2] . In this paper, we construct a minimal risk portfolio of 5 year and 10 year T-note futures and use a machine learning pipeline to predict weekly direction of movement of the portfolio using features derived from a deep belief network. The prediction from the pipeline is then used in a day trading strategy. Using derivatives instead of the underlying entities themselves leads to a more feasible problem, since derivatives are less volatile and hence have clearer patterns.
The rest of the paper is divided into 4 sections. In section 2, we describe the dataset and the raw features. Section 3 discusses the methodology in rigour. In section 4, we highlight the findings of the experiment. Finally, we conclude with the possible improvements in this pipeline.
II. DATASET AND RAW FEATURES
We use data for 5 year and 10 year US treasury note futures (shortcodes ZF and ZN respectively) obtained from quandl 1 . We have daily data from 1985, where each data row consists of the opening price 2 , the closing price, the high price, the low price, the open interest rate and the trading volume. Note that all these prices are mid-prices, hence the bid-ask spread is ignored. The prices on which we perform the rest of the analysis are obtained as the mid-price of the opening and the closing price each for ZF and ZN. This precludes us from trading at a higher frequency than placing a single trade in the day, but simplifies classification. Figure 1 shows the historical price evolution of ZF and ZN. As expected, in the long term the bond market goes up, but the relative spread has minimal drift.
Fig. 1: Daily Instrument price series
After removing rows containing missing information and some high leverage points during the 2008 financial crisis, we are left with around 6000 data points in total. We use 80% of the data for training, the next 10% data as validation set and the remaining 10% data for testing purpose. We do not perform a k-fold validation as we are only interested in how a historical model performs on new data. The number of positive and negative examples (as defined below) are 2325 and 2608 for the training set, 280 and 310 for the validation set, and 295 and 315 for the test set.
Our raw features consist of daily trend (current pricemoving average) computed over the past week with weekly and biweekly moving averages each for ZF and ZN. Hence, we have 5 × 2 × 2 = 20 raw features. We perform a minmax normalization of these features for later analysis. With each data point, we associate a label +1 if the portfolio price (defined below) goes up 5 days from now and -1 otherwise. ? 
A. Portfolio construction
For obtaining the daily price series of the portfolio, we use principal component analysis (PCA) on the price series of ZF and ZN. PCA transforms data in a higher dimensional space to a space with equal or lower dimensionality with the basis vectors ordered by the percentage of variance explained by projection of the data along them. Since treasury note derivatives depend singularly on the interest rate, around 99% of the variance in the data is explained by the first principal component. Hence, in practice, the loadings of the second principal component remain fairly constant when computed over a long duration of time. Moreover, one observes stationarity in the resultant portfolio price series, implying that the portfolio is minimal risk. Hence, P port = P C2 5yr * P 5yr + P C2 10yr * P 10yr , where P C2 5yr and P C2 10yr are expected to hold opposite signs. Subsequently, whenever we perform a single unit transaction on the portfolio, we go long on one of the futures and short on the other in proportion to the magnitude of their loadings in the second component. This ensures that our positions in the two legs of the portfolio are hedged. The daily portfolio price series for the whole data is displayed in Figure 3 . Observe that the drift component of the price series is almost negligible.
B. Feature generation
To extract latent representation of the raw features defined from the instruments, we use a deep belief network (DBN), which consists of stacked Restricted Boltzmann machines. A Boltzmann machine is an energy based model where the energy is a linear function of the free parameters 3 . A Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) consists of a bipartite graph of a layer of visible units and a layer of hidden units, and can be used to learn a probability distribution over the input. Both layers of an RBM share weights, which are learned using contrastive divergence algorithm [5] . A DBN models 3 http://deeplearning.net/tutorial/rbm.html 
, where
is a conditional distribution for the visible units conditioned on the hidden units of the RBM at level k, and P (h −1 , h ) is the visible-hidden joint distribution in the top-level RBM (see figure 4) 4 . In our pipeline, the belief network consists of 2 RBMs where the first RBM is Gaussian-Bernoulli and the second RBM is Bernoulli. For best performance, both RBMs should be continuous (Gaussian is a special case), but training these RBMs is extremely difficult [4] . In practice, using continuous input in only the first visible unit seems sufficient for our application. We use the standard algorithm proposed in [6] , which consists of greedily doing contrastive divergence on each RBM for learning the reconstruction weight matrix and passing the transformed input to the next RBM. The output of DBN is a binary latent representation of the original input features derived from the corresponding Bernoulli distribution. The latent representation of the features is then used for constructing a classifier for the prediction goal defined above. There are three classifiers which we experiment with. 4 Adopted from http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/∼ lisa/twiki/bin/view.cgi/Public/DeepBeliefNetworks
• Logistic regression -In logistic regression, we model
and maximise the log likelihood of the input. To prevent over-fitting, typically a negative ridge penalty is also associated with the objective function.
• Support vector machine -An SVM discriminates between data by constructing a hyperplane w
• Neural Network -A neural network consists of an input layer, a few hidden layer of nodes (typically 1 or 2) and an output layer with number of nodes equal to the cardinality of categories. It minimises
, g is some linear combination of node values in the hidden layers of the network and h is an activation function (typically sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent function). Training a neural network involves minimising the mean square error (MSE) defined above using gradient descent and back-propagating the gradient across multiple hidden layers for updating the weights between nodes. Here, instead of randomly initialising the neural network, we use the reconstruction weights learned in the deep belief network to form a neural network with 2 hidden layers.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

A. Portfolio weights
We perform PCA on the training data by standardising the raw price series of ZN and ZN. We use the mean and standard deviation of the training to standardise the raw price series of validation and test for computing PCA on them separately. The second component loadings come out to be 0.83 for ZF and -0.59 for ZN in the training, 0.76 and -0.62 for the validation set, and 0.81 and -0.6 for the test. The validation set loading confirms the hypothesis that the portfolio is minimal risk. We use the training loading in training, validation and test sets for generating the labels for our supervised learning algorithms.
B. Training the model
There are two stages of training. In the first stage the DBN parameters are learned in an unsupervised manner and in the second stage, fine-tuning of the classifier parameters is performed using supervised learning.
1) DBN training:
In our algorithm, the purpose of the belief network is to learn a hidden representation of the raw features used. Using recommendation from [1] , we create a stack of 2 RBMs, with the first RBM containing 15 nodes in the hidden layer and the second RBM containing 20 nodes in the hidden layer. Each RBM is trained for 100 iterations with a mini-batch size of 100 in the contrastive divergence algorithm implemented in python. Since there is a tendency for the adjacent data points in the price series to be correlated, we shuffle the training data at the beginning of every macroiteration. All hyper-parameters, including the node sizes in the hidden layers, are selected by monitoring the average reconstruction error on the validation set. The reconstruction error evolution for the best set of hyper-parameters on training and validation sets is shown in figure 5 . 2) Supervised learning: We optimise the parameters for neural network by gradient descent and for logistic regression by gradient ascent. The optimal number of epochs used for the algorithm is decided by the performance on the validation set. For SVM, we use the validation set for optimising the cost parameter C. We use scikit [11] implementation of SVM with a Gaussian Kernel, own implementation of logistic regression and implementation of [10] for neural network. An example evolution of MSE with epochs for neural network is shown in figure 6 .
C. Predictions from the classifier
The precision and recall rates for the three classifiers in shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively for the test data and in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively for the training data. The corresponding ROC curves for test (True positive vs False positive rates) are shown in Figure 7, 8 and 9 . For our application, we lay more emphasis on recall than precision since we do not want to lose any profitable trading opportunity that exists. The average recall hovers around 60% for all three versions of classification in both training and test. This points at a nontrivial bias existing in the models. However, similar accuracies in training and test imply that the models can be generalisable enough. During training, we also observed high variance in the neural network parameters (refer figure 6 above) which we fix by introducing a momentum value of 0.5. This shrinks the existing values of the coefficients by half during every update of mini-batch gradient descent. Although the accuracy is not very high, in financial applications accuracies which are 5-10% higher than random can guarantee a profitable trade. 
D. Trading strategy
Using the prediction of the classifier, we build a day trading strategy where at the beginning of every day we go long (buy) on the portfolio if the price is going to go down after 5 days and short (sell) otherwise. We do not need to be long before we sell the portfolio since short selling is allowed on most commodity exchanges including CME. Since the portfolio is an artificial spread of the instruments, for going long we take a long position in ZF and a hedge adjusted short position in ZN and vice-versa for going short. The trade size that we use is 10 units of ZF and 8 units of ZN, which is the approximate integer ratio of the P C2 loadings defined earlier. A qualitative comparison of this strategy against a strategy which places trades by obtaining predictions from a random classifier is shown in Figure 10 . Observe that the drawdown of the strategy is quite low, and excluding exchange transaction costs and taxes, the profitability for a trade size of 10 units for the portfolio is around 90000 dollars over a span of two and a half years.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We build a day trading strategy for a portfolio of derivatives using features learned through a deep belief network from technical indicators of the constituents of the portfolio and using them to generate a predictor of weekly direction of movement of the portfolio. We observe that the feature reconstruction algorithm converges smoothly. We obtain a 5-10% higher accuracy than a random predictor with the three While a simplistic strategy can generate a moderately positive PNL, sophisticated algorithmic trading involves making more complex decisions for which one would want to quantify the magnitude of movement, for which building a regression based strategy can be helpful. For learning the quantified amount of portfolio price change, recurrent neural networks come in handy. Moreover, state of the art belief networks work very well for continuous inputs, and it is worthwhile to generate continuous features from RBMs for solving an appropriate classification or regression problem. The current approach for trading seems promising, and it would be interesting to use it for trading multiple spreads and butterflies of derivatives traded on multiple exchanges. Moreover, it would also be worthwhile to build a higher frequency trading strategy if one has access to tick by tick data.
